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THE CARRYING CAPACITIES 
-OF-
IR.R.IGATION CANALS. 
BY SA MUEL FORTIER. 
During the summer of 1897 the writer was enabled to 
make, with the help of his assistants, T. H. Humpherys, A. 
P. Stover, and W. D. Beers, a number of experiments on the 
carrying capacities of irrigation ditches and canals. The 
funds necessary to carryon these investigations were provi-
ded by the U. S. Geological Survey and tbe Agricultural Ex-
periment Station of Utah. Shortly after the field work was 
completed the writer resigned his position with the College 
to accept that of chief engineer and superintendent of the 
Ogden Water Works and the Bear River Canal System, and 
his time has been so fully occupied ~,ince with other duties 
that he has not had, until now, an opportunity to compile the 
information collected two and one-half years ago and put it 
in shape for pUblication. 
About sixty experiments were made on irrigation chan-
nels, which varied in size from the small ditch carrying a few 
miner's inches to the large canal c,arrying 225 second feet. 
Experiments were made on nearly every form of ditch 
common to yv estern America, and included many - of the 
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crudely formp.d ditches of the Mormon pioneers, made nearly 
forty years ago, as well as the more modern and better de-
signed canals of the Bear River Canal System. The object 
sought was to ascertain as accu rately as possible the exi ting 
conditions of ditches ann canals that· had been in operation 
for a number of years. In order to obtain the volume which 
flowed in any particular ditch and compare it with some well 
known empiracal formula, such as Kutter's or Chezy's, it wa 
necessary to ascertain the slope of the surface of the water, 
the sectional area of the water, the mean velocity and the 
ratio between ·the water area and the wetted perimeter. This 
additional information regarding the form which channel 
assume after being acted on by water and the atmosphere is 
valuable in that it g ives the builder of a new canal some idea 
of the proper form to adopt. 
In the discussions which follow, the hydraulic elements, 
whether obtained in the field or computed from data taken in 
the field, have been referred to those two well ) known formu-
lae, viz: Chezy's and Kutter's. 
The conduits and irrigation canals of the West have been 
designed in 0 far as their carrying capacitie were concerned, 
in accordance with Kutter's formula. It is, therefore, proper 
that experiments on the flow of water in c.anals should be 
compared with. that formula. 
Herr Kutter did not live long enough to adopt his formu-
la to American practice, and particularly to American irriga-
tion practice. His values of the coefficient of roughness (n ) 
were confined to six different classes of channels, viz: 
CIa s 1. n = .010 for carefully planed boards or smovtb 
cement . 
. 'Class 2. n = .012 for common boards. 
Class 3. n = .013 for .ashler masonry. 
Class 4. n = .017 for rubble masonry. 
Class S. n = .025 for channels in earth. brook and rivers. 
Class 6. n = .030 for streams with detritus and aquatic 
plants. 
It will be noted that of these six classes only one applies 
to irrigation canals . . Besides, the mode of building and the 
character :)f the materials were different from those which 
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prevail in America, and these differences would no doubt ex-
ert some influence on the derived results. 
However, t)1e late P . J. Flynn, M. Am. Soc. C. E. of Lo 
Angeles, California, took up the unfinished work of the noted 
Swiss engineer, and by his labor adapted the \~xperiment of 
Ganguil1et and Kutter, as well as other hydraulicians, to 
American practice. Mr. Flynn's tables on the flow of water 
in open and closed channels have materially Ie ened the "la-
bors of every American hydraulic engineer, and his values for 
the coefficient of roughness (n) have been considered safe 
guides during the past ten years. 
One of the objects which the author had in view in mak-
ing his experiments was to compare the results, and particu-
larly the values of the coefficient of roughness Cn ) with those 
given by Mr. Flynn for canals in similar conditions. 
The field work consisted in selecting a suitable portion 
of the canal to be in ve tigated, writing a brief description of 
the prevailing conditions, and asc rtaining its di charge in 
second fed, the slope f the water surface, the sectional area 
and the wetted perimeter. The office work consisted in com-
puting from the data taken in the field the mean velocity, 
hydraulic mean radius, coefficient of roughness (n) a gIVen 
in Kutter's formula, and the genera.l coefficient ( c) as given 
in Chezy's formula where V = C-v'RS. 
Measuring the Disch~rg-e. 
The discharge was measured either by a current meter 
or bV a trapezoidal weir. The trapezoidal weir de igned by 
the Italian engineer Cesare Cippoletti, was preferred to the 
Franci rectangular weir on account of the simplicity of cal-
culation as well as possibly greater accuracy: The one gen-
3 
eral equation used in all weir calculations was Q = 3.367 L H , 
where Q equalled the discharge in second feet, L the bottom 
length of the weir in feet and H the depth of water in feet 
over the crest of the weir. The conditions necessary for ac-
~urate mea~urement were carefully observed, such as low ve-
locity of approach, a free fall, complete contraction on the 
bottom and sides, and a close measurement of the head of 
water over the weir. 
In determining the discharge by means of the current 
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meter the results were not so accurate, but in every case from 
three to six separate and distinct current meter measurements 
were taken, and it was thought that the mean of all these 
measurements would not vary far from the actual discharge. 
At the close of the field work the current meter was carefully 
re-rated at the rating station on the Potomac River, and the 
new rating table was used in the calculations of all velocities 
of flow in canals tested. 
Obtaining the Average Cross Sections. 
This was obtained by plotting in different colors on a 
large scale the three or more cross sections taken in the field. 
A new perimeter was then adopted which represented the av-
erage of all those plotted. Its length was found by a pair of 
dividers, and the area of the average section by a planimeter. 
The depths of water given in the tab~es represent those of 
the average section, but approach very nearly to an average 
of all those taken iu the field at anyone point. 
The Slope of Water Surface. 
The slope of a canal represented by the fall of a given 
portion, usually from 50 to 300 feet, divided by the distance, 
was determined by a new Buff and Berger 18 inch level, and 
a leveling rod reading to thousands of a foot. The slope of a 
water surface is difficult to obtain with accuracy for the 
reason that in nearly all channels there are pulsations like 
the heart beats of nature, which cause the surface to rise and 
fall. Again, in irrigation canals long in use, the water grade, 
owing either to abrasion or sedimentation, is seldom uniform 
and the flow of water in any comparatively short portion is 
more or less influenced by the velocity in the section above. 
If one portion 100 feet in length had a fall of four feet per 
mile, and another portion just below a fall of three feet per 
mile, the influence of the steeper grade in the higher portion 
wou1d be felt on the lower. One could partiaily eliminate 
this source of error by taking a long distance ti.S a test, but 
this would introduce greater errors due to alignment and di-
versity of cross sections. The method followed in determin-
ing the slope was to drive small finishing wire nails into the 
tops of submerged oak stakes at each end of the section to be 
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tested. It was not always possible to have the top of the 
nail coincide exactly with the surface of -the water, but this 
difference introd'uced no error in the results, provided the 
heads of both nails occupied the same relative position to the 
surface of the water. In the case of pulsations or slight 
waves caused by winds, the tops of both nails were even with 
the highest or lowest water surfaces. This method under 
ordinary conditions will g ive as accurate res ults as those ob-
tained by hook guages. 
Coefficien ts. 
Having obtained all the hydraulic elements either from 
data taken in the field, or calculations made in the office, the 
coefficients (C) in the Chezy formula and (n) in the Kutter 
formula, were then computed and checked. 
Experiment No. I. 
This test was made on the Providence Canal from Logan 
River, and the bed was composed of gravel about the size of 
peas with other particles about the size of small walnuts 
scattered about _ There was no vegetation, and the discharge 
was found by taking the average of the meter measurements 
gi ven below. 
Upper measurement ......... _ . . . 10.21 second feet 
" measurement. . . . .. . . . . . ' 9.95 " " 
Middle measurement. " 9.86 " . .. 
LO.20 " .. . " Middle measurement .. . .. 
Lower measurement 9.75 " " 
" measurement 9.93 " " 
Average : 9.98 
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PFic>YJDEJ"JCE CANAL. 
r" .-- ----------------- ------- --- -- 6.43 Feet --- - ---------- .. - -----------------1 
-.--.---------,,.. ;.~, 
\S ----.---------~. 
------------- ! 
TABLE NO. 1. 
M ean Cro . S ction . 
Jnme ri cal 
~~tiol1 l D~pth I 
111 ) 11 
F eet Feet 
Value . 
HYDRA U ELEMENTS 
0.0. 
0.25 
1. 00 
2 .00 
3.00 
4 .00 
0.00 
0.63 
o. 
O. 7 
090 
0.90 
5.00 0.87 
6.00 0.63 
6 .43 0.00 I .. .. ...... . 
······ .. ····1············ 
lope in Feet per fooL .. ............. ...... .. 0.00175 f e t 
lope in F ee t per 100 fL ..... ...... ...... . 0. 175 
lope in F eet per mile ........ ............... .. 9.240 
Mean discharge .... . .. .. ..... . .... ....... . .. 1).1)84 . ec. feet 
Wetted pe rilll e t r ....... .... .................. . 7.400 lin . fee t 
A rea of wate r secti o n .. .. .. ........... ........ . 5 2- q . feet 
M ean velocity ........ ........ ... . ........... ... ... 1. 98 lin . fe t 
Lydrauli<; III an radiu ........ .. ..... ..... .. 0.710 
Coefficient of roug-blle s (11 ) ............. .. .. 0 .02376 
C ill V = CVRS ......... .... ... .. . 53 . 45 
Experiment No.2. 
This test was made on a sixty foot length of Affleck' 
mill race, Logan, Utah. The general form of cross section 
is shown in Fig. 2, and the channel was composed of gravel, 
ranging in size from small particles to others one-half inch 
in diameter, with an occasional pebble two inches in diame-
ter . . The ides were in fair condition, with some weeds near 
the edges which did not interfere to any appreciable ' extent 
with the flow of water. The discharge was obtained from 
the mean of the following measurements, which were made 
by a current meter. 
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Upper measurement ....... ....... 15.152 second feet 
" " 1;5.360 " " 
Middle 
.... 15 .. 574 " " 
· ... 15.870 " 
Lower " · . .. 15.283 " " 
" " · . .. 14. 836 " . ~ . . . . . . . . 
Average ... . . . " . . 15.346 
AFF'LEC}{·S JYJJLL FJACE 
t.·cor.-- ~ ... . ---_ -.. _ ------.---------.---.---.-.-- .9.70 Fee t 
(;" '~(~I~' ~~~~~~~~~rr ':;~~; :~ ... 
' , J -~~---------------------- ~ 
Meall r: ro s Sectioll. 
• 
t~tiO Il I D~Pth · l s;~t ion l De.~th 
111 111 111 In 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
0.00 edge 9.0n 1.73 
0 .25 O.SO 9.66 0.00 
1 '00 0 .87 
3.00 1.10 
3 .00 1.1 
4 .00 1.25 
5.00 1.38 
6.00 1.35 
7 .00 1.33 
8 .00 1.13 
! 
TABLE No. I~. 
Numerical 
HYDRAULIC E L EMENTS 
. 
Value 
S lope in Feet per foot . .. .. .. ... ... . O. 000317 fee t 
Slope in Feet per 100 ft . . .. ..... .. .... 0 0317 
S lope in Feet per mile . ... . .... . 
Mean discharge .. .. .... . 
Wetted perimeter . . .. .. ; . . 
A.rea of water ectio n . . .. . .. .. . 
Mean vel ocity 
H y draulic m ean radius 
Coefficient of ro ugbne. [n] . 
C i'll V= CV RS 
Experiment NO. 3 . 
1.6716 
15 .34€> sec. ft . 
10 .70 nil: f~ . 
10.687 sq . ft: 
1. 436 Ii 11. ft . 
0.99l:l .. .. .. . .. . 
0.017666 .. ... . 
. l:l0.786 ....... .. . 
On June 23, 1897, a site for an experiment was selected 
on the Logan, Hvde Park and Smithfield Canal, near the 
mouth of Logan C~nyon, Cache Co. , Utah. The water was 
first turned into the canal in 1882, and at the time ,o{ the ex-
9 
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periment it had been operated for fifteen years. The bottom 
and sides were smooth and composed of earth and gravel. The 
particles of gravel varied in size from one-half to one inch 
in diameter, and in places there were pebbles from one to two 
inches in size. Thcre was no vegetation, save a slight 
growth of grass on one side. The current metcr measure-
ments are given below. 
Opper end measurement!..) . 46.40 second feet 
" " 45.90 " " 
Center " 4f>.00 " " 
,. 
" 46.03 " " 
Lower " 45.31 " " 
" 
,. 45.75 ,. " 
Average 45.90 
LOGAN H . .P. ~ S. CANAL 
";','t; ~-- --- --- - -- - --- - . --- - --- - --- ---- - -----
• .. ;~~I.~: 1 
IS.; '" 
v~ .. . 
{ ..... ~o . 
"..} 
Mean Cross Section 
St3;tioni ~e.pth i St~tion l D~pth 
LU In tn I In 
Feet Feet Feet I F eet 
0.00 
0'25 
1.(J() 
2 .00 
3 .00 
4.00 
5 .00 
6 .00 
7 .00 
8 .00 
0.00 
0 .23 
0 .56 
1.12 
I 
I 9.00 1000 
11 .00 
12.00 
1.38 1300 
1.45 13 .66 
1. :'7 
1.63 
1.:-'5 
1.54 
1. 60 
1. 56 
1.50 
1.38 
0 .72 
0 .00 
13.70 Feet -. -----------_. _ ... ------------------ -- -- ---oj 
TABLE No. III. 
HVDRAULIC ELEMENTS 
Slope in feet per foot .. 
Slope in feet pe r 100 It . 
Slope in feet per mile . ... 
~ C./ 
.i? 
Numerical 
Values. 
0.000833 
0.0833 
43982 
Mean discharge . . 
W etted · perimeter . . 
Area of water section .. 
. . . .. .... ... ~5 . 90 sec. feet 
. 14 .80 lin. feet 
.. . 17 .795 sq . feet 
Mean velocity 2 .579 lin. feet 
H y draulic mean radius... .. ..... 1.202 
oefficient of roughness [n] ...... . . . . 0 .018444 
C in V = CYR.S ..... ... 81.504 
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Experiment NO.4. 
This was made on a sixty foot section of the Logan, Hyde 
Park and Smithfield Canal, near its point of diversion in Lo-
gan Canyon. The channel was composed of well packed 
coarse gravel and small cobble rock. The common sizes were 
one inch, two inches and three inches in diameter in about 
equal proportion. There were some weeds on one edge, but 
it is doubtful if they retarded the flow. This canal had been 
operated since 1882. The following are ~he resul ts of the cur-
rent meter measurements . 
Top measurement . . . . . . . . . . ' ' . 51.0Y· second feet. 
" " " ........... . 51.01 " " 
Middle ., .. . ... .... 51. 52 " 41 
41 
" .. . ... 51.07 " " 
Bottom " . ..... . . . . 51. 92 " 
" " .......... . . .. 51.57 " 
Average . . ... ..... 51. 36 
LOGAN ~ .1-1. P. £,s .:>. CAJ'JA·L . 
. , .. •. ~. --- -- .---.------.. - --- ---------------- 12 . 0 Fee t ---- - ---- -- ------- - -----------~ / _ .... . 
. ; ... 
~.;  .. , ... ~~~~~~~4 .. ~
. ·"'·' ;"'i, l>. .• t ' • ~ .. ":'::;;t" ~ :"; .. .. ~ . ~ .. : .. .... : .. ~": .... : •.• ; . :-.::.~ 
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T ABLE No. IV. 
= ., . , 
Mean Cross Secti o n 
Numerical 
HYDI< AU LI~ ELEMENTS. 
St~tion l ~E'.Pth I :-;t~t i o n l D~pth In In In In 
Feet Feet . Feet F eet 
Value. 
t· • 
0.00 0 .00 9.00 
0.25 0 .33 10 .00 
1.00 1.11 11 .00 
2 .00 1. 63 12.00 
300 1.90 . . . . . . . . . . 
4.00 2 .03 
S .OO 2.0S 
Ii 00 2.03 
'i.OO 2.02 
S. OO 
I 
2.02 
1. 93 
1.76 
1.30 
0.00 
.. . .. 
SJope in feet per foo t 
Slope in feet pet" 100 ft 
Slope in feet per mile . . .. 
:'.1eau discharge . . .. . .. . 
Wetted p e rimete r . 
Area of water sect io n ..... . 
Mean ve loci ty 
0 .000766 feet 
0 .0766 fee t 
4 .048 feet 
;,)1. 36S sec. feet 
. .. . 13 .S6 ' lin , feet 
.. . . . . 20 .61 sq. fee t 
2.492 lin . fee t 
H y draulic mean rad ius........ . . .. . 1.519 
Coefficient of roughne (n) 0.021312 
C iu V = C VRS- . .... . . "' 173 .0S3 
Experimen t NO.5. 
A length of fifty feet on the College and Cit.Y Canal, a 
branch of the Lgoan, H.\de Park and Smithfield Canal, was 
experimented on . The bed was made up of coarse gravel 
ranging in size from particles one-h'alf of an -inch to two 
inches in diameter, more or less imbedded in finer materials. 
The edges were somewhat irreg-ular, with some willow roots , 
but there was no vegetation in the channel. The meter 
measurements were: 
First trial . ..... ... . 
Second trial . ... .. . .... . 
Third trial ........... . 
Fourth trial . .. . . . 
. ... . 7.73 second feet 
. . 7.54 " 
. .... . 7.48 
.. ... 7.63 
" 
" 
Average . .. . . 7.60 
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COLL.E<ZIE ANI) Crry CAJ'JAL 
Mea1l Cross Sectiol1 
St":tion i De.pth iSt~t iol1 l D~pth 
111 111 1 11 I n 
Feet F eet Feet Fee t 
0.00 0 .00 
0. 12 0 .70 
0 .50 0.74 
1. 00 0 .75 
1.50 0.7!> 
, 
2 .00 0 .76 
2 .50 0 .76 
I. ... ... : 
... 
3 .00 0 .74 .. ... . 
3 . "0 0 .39 . - . . .. . .. . ..... 
3 . 70 0.00 
~·7 F e et -- -------- --- .. --------------- - ---~.---- -. ~, 
. TABLE N:). V. 
HYDRAU LIC E L EMENTS. 
S lope in fee t per foo t . . . . 
S lope ill fee t per 100 f t . . . . .... . 
-'~:: 
N umerical 
Values 
0 .00616 fee t 
0 .616 feet 
S lope in f~et pe r mile ........... .. . 32 .525 ' feet 
Mea l1 d i ch arge . .. 
' Vetted pe rimete r . 
Area of water secti o n . ... 
Mean ve locity . . .. . 
H y dra ul ic ~lea l1 rad iu s ..... . 
7 .60041 sec. ft, 
4. 730 lin . ft . 
2.594 sq. ft. 
2 .930 lin. f t. 
0 .. 548 
Coe ffic ient of ro ugh ne S ( 11 ) .. " " 0 .023824 
C in V= C v.i{S .... ...... :0.43 
Experiment No.6. 
Number six was made on the Log-an and Richmond Ca-
nal , built in 1864-67, and is the largest canal which d,iverts 
water from the Logan river . The bottom and sides were 
smooth, free from vegetation and composed of clayey loam. 
With the exception of some mdebtations near the top on the 
sides the canal was in good condition. Meter measurements 
were made at three points of the IOO foot section with the fol-
lowing results: 
14 
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Top measurement , . ... . .... . 68.59 
" 
Middle 
" 
Bottom 
" 
., 
.... . . .... ... . .. 68.76 
. . . . 68.80 
" 68.75 . .. ... . .... 
" 67 .90 
" . . . . . . 68.:58 . . 
Average . . . . . . . . . . .68.56 
LOQAN a: BJCHt/10.NO CANAL 
second feet 
" " 
, . 
" 
" " 
" 
, . 
" " 
k-·-· -------- --------------- ----------- ----- - 1" .92. I'"eet 
Mean Cross 'iection. 
St~t;on l D~pth Istadonl n~pth 
In In In In 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
0 .00 0.00 9.00 2 .40 
0 .25 1.40 10 .00 2.33 
1.00 1.75 11 .00 2.33 
2.00 1.92 U.OO 2 .25 
3.00 2.02 13.00 2.18 
4.00 2011 14. 00 1.90 
5 .00 2 .19 14 .92 0.00 
6 .00 2 .33 
7 .00 2 .42 
8.00 :l.42 
TABLE No. V 
Numerical 
HYDRAULIC F.LRMENTS. Values 
Slope in feet per foot . ..... . .. .. . . . 1 0.00046 
Slope in feet per 100 ft .. . .... . . . 
Slope in feet per mile . ... ... . . 
Mean discharge ........ . . . 
Wetted perimeter . . . .. . . . .. . . 
0.046 
2 .429 
68.56 sec. feet 
17 .80 lin. feet 
Area of water section . .. . . .. .. ... 32.02 sq. feet 
¥ean velocity . .. . .. . . . . .. . 2.141 lin. feet 
Hydraulic mean radius .. _. 1. 742 
Coefficient of roughness (n ) 0.02113 
C in V= C VRS . .. . .. .. . . 75.633 
Experiment NO · 9. 
The eWalker tract can aI, a continuation of the Point 
Lookout Canal, was built in 1892 to carry a much larger vol-
ume than that shown in Experiment No 9. The true grade 
.~ 
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was between three and four feet to the mile, but at the time 
of the experiment the irrigators had inserted. dams in the 
channel at different points to raise the water surface. 'This 
accounts in part for the low grade of 0.63 feet per mile, al-
though this figure may be too low on account of the action 
of the waves on the canal at the time the elevations were ta-
ken. The channel consisted of clay loam and was free from 
vegetation. The meter measurements were 38.70, 38.72 and 
38.23 second feet. 
WALX£A -f'AAc-r CANAL 
BEAR FlJYEFl CANAL SY5TEM 
Mean Cross Section . 
,t.tionl D~pth ISt~tion l D~p'h In In tr. In 
F eet Fee t Feet Feet 
O.O=' 0 .00 11.00 2 .67 
0 . 25 0 .22 12.00 2 .60 
1.00 0 .52 13 .00 2 .45 
2 .00 1.40 14 .00 2.30 
3.00 1 95 15 .00 2.15 
4.00 2 . 27 16 .00 1. 88 
5 .00 2.3- 17.00 1.45 
6.00 2 .50 18. 00 0 .77 
7 .00 2 .6'; 19.00 0 . 22 
8 .00 2.70 19 .50 0.00 
9. 00 2.70 
10 .00 2.67 
19.$0 Feet 
TABLE NO. IX. 
HYDRAULIC ELEMENTS 
Nnmerical 
Values. 
Slope in Feet per fOOL ............ .. ... .. .. .. 0 .00012 feet 
Slope in Feet per 100 ft ................. .. 0.012 
Slope in Feet per mile .... .. ............... ... : 0 .6336 
Mean discharge ............. .... ....... .. ..... 38.55 sec. feet 
Wetted perimeter .. ................ ... .. . .... .. . 20.9(1 lin. feet 
Areaofwatersectioll ... .. .. .. ................. 38.32 sq . feet 
Mean velocity .......... .. .... . .............. .... .. 1.006 lin. feet 
hydrau lic mean radius ..... .. ...... .. .. ..... 1.833 
Coefficient of rQughness (n) .......... ....... 0.02318 
C in V = CVRS ............. .. .. ... 67.831 
Experiment No. II. 
This experiment was made at the Point Lookont Canal 
wheu the volume carried (87.29 sec. ft.) was small in compar-
ison to the maximum capacity which is nearly 600 second feet. 
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The surface width was nearly 36 feet, while the depth of 
water at the deepest place was about.2 3i feet. The section 
chosen was enti::-ely free from aquatic plants, but more or less 
vegetation was found both above and below the site. The 
channel was smooth and composed ~f a clay loam lined w.ith 
sediment. The meter . measurements were 87.64, 87.82 and 
86.40 giving an aver·age of 87.29 second feet. 
POH'rr LOO}~OU-r CANAL 
BZAFl FllVUl CANAL 6YS-r.E:JYJ 
r ... -- · ---- .---- .-- --- -- -- --- ----------------- 36.8 re et --- - ---------- - ---------- ---- ------ --- -- -- -----1 
TABLE No, XI. 
. ' ..... ---
Mean Cross Section . 
Numerical 
HYDRAULIC E L EMENTS. 
Value . 
In lI'i In 111 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
St~t iOl1 l D~pth I St~tion l D~pth 
~====~==~=====I =====I =====~====================~ --------. 
.... ~I 
S lope in feet per foot o. 00027 fee t 
S lope in feet per 100 ft ." .. " ..... " .. ,,-- . _'1 0 '027 feet 
S lope in feet per mil e __ . __ ... " .. __ ." .... "." 1.426 feet 
Mean discharge ____ "''' __ ",,,. " " .. " ,,87.287 sec. ft. 
Wetted per imeter _ "". __ ": ... ,, " ..... -. " " 36 725 lin , ft. 
Area of water ection " .. __ " .. ,," " .. 58.935 sq. ft . 
Mean velocity .. "" .. .. ". __ " "" .""" .. "",,1 1.4 1 lin. ft . 
H y drauli c m ean radius ,, __ . . -1 1. 603 
Coefficien t of rou'g hness ( 11 ) . 
C ill V =C VRS 
0 .0218 
71.1 8 
Experiment No. 12. 
This experiment was made on the Bear River City Can al 
900 feet below the head gates. This canal i ::; a branch of toe 
Bear River canal system. and the conditions as regards mater-
ials, length of ti~e in operation and coating of fine sediment 
were similar to those of the preceding. test. This channel 
was likewise trapezoidal with 1 to 1. slopes ·when first made, 
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but it has si::c:e changed to the form outlined in Fig. 12. 
Current meter measurements were made at the top, middl e 
and bottom of the portions tested with the results · as here 
g iven. 
F irst measurement .............. . 1G.54 second feet 
Second" ...... ... . 10. 91 " " 
Third " ...... 10.58 " 
Average . .. .. ... . .. 10.68 " " 
This average discharge together with all the remaining-
hydraulic elements will be found in connection with this ex-
periment in the accompany ing table. 
BEAFJ FtlVEFJ Crry CANAL 
r----·---- ------------------------ -- ------: 
M e a ll C ro S e cti o n 
,~,;on l D, .p," I"ationl D~ptb In In 111 tn 
F eet F eet F eet F eet 
0 .00 0.00 9.00 0 .92 
0. 25 0.26 10. 00 O. 0 
1.00 0. 53 11 .00 0.42 
2 .00 0.86 11 .36 0. 00 
300 0 .9 
4 .00 1. 07 
5.00 1.16 
{) . OO \ .22 
1.00 1.10 
.00 1. 05 
11.40 F e et ----- ------------ -----------------.. ---. ------.------1 
TABLE No. XII. 
-
HY O KA U LIC EL E ME N T S. 
S lope in fee t pe r foo t 
S lope i n feet pe r 100 ft 
S lope in fee t pe r mile ..... . 
~'l. ean di s c barge . 
Wetted p e rime te r . 
Area of wate r ect io n . . ... . 
N u m e rical 
Values 
0 .00012 feet 
0 .012 feet 
0 .6336 fee t 
10 .679 e c . f ee t 
11 .85 lin. f ee t 
. . .. . . 10 .24 . q . f eet 
Mean vel oci ty 1.042 lin . feet 
H y drauli c mean radi us . ..... . . . ... .. 0 .864 
Coe fficient of ro ugbne. (n ) . . . . . .. .. 0. 013537 
C iu V = C VRS-. .. .. ... .. 102 .16 
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Experiment No. 13. 
Was made on a small lateral from the ( :orinne Branch of 
the Bear River Canal. The section in outline as shown in 
Fig. 13 is quite good and the channel excavated in clay 
loam was well lined with fine sediment, but there were nu-
merous foot prints of stock throughout the portion tested 
which were expected to reduce the coefficient of roughness 
below the .0186 given in the acompanying table. There were 
no weeds nor acquatic vegetation to check the flow. The cur-
rent meter measurements were: 2.75, 2.45 and 2.40 second 
feet, or an average of 2.53 ,second feet. 
~.' BEAR RJVER CANAL LA-rEflAL 
:~) ~--- --- -- -. - --- - - - , - --- ---- - ------ ---- --- ------ ~.O reet 
,.' 
,N.", 
'" ';""-""'''':', "" ', -''''''';:;:''; • '"~"'> " ,~ ;',., ~~-'" .}: ... ------ 7IfI'.,.",.: .. ----- -:iIIIII .. '! 
Mean Cross Sect io n 
Sta~ion l D~pth IStil:tio n l D~pth In ' In In In 
Feet F eet F eet Feet 
0.00 0 .00 
0.45 0 .31 
1. 00 0.5] 
2.00 0 .70 
3 .00 0 .71 
3 . 75 
4 .00 
0 .33 
0 .00 
1 .. .... ·1 .. ...... 
.. . . . . . . . . . .... 
I 
TABLE No. XIII. 
v ,... 
H YD RA U LIC E L EMENT" . Nume rical 
Valt.les 
S lope in fee t per foot ... . . ... . . . 0 .00068 feet 
Slope in fee t per 100 f t . . . .. .. . . 0 .068 fee t 
Slope in f~et pe r mile . .. . .. . . . 3.59 feet 
Mean disch a rge .. . .... , .. .. . 2 .53 sec. f t. 
W etted pe rimete r . . . ... . . . . 4 .46 lin . f t. 
A rea of wate r section . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 2 .23 sq. ft. 
M ean velocity . . .. . . ..... . ... . . . . . 1.135 lin. f t. 
H y drauli c mean ra dius.... .. . . . . . .. 0 .. 500 
('oefficie n t of rou g hnes (n ) .... ...... 0.019434 
C in V = C v' .K S ... . .. .. .. 6l. 5':' 
"r.:. 
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Experiment No. 14. 
This test was made on a lateral of the Bear River Canal 
near the Central Farm. The formation was a cl9-Y loam, and 
the water channel was coated with sediment and also con-
tained patches of what is usually termed "horse tail" moss. 
The presence of these plants together with somewhat uneven 
edges doubtless retarded the velocity. The discharge was 
obtained from the average of the three meter measurements 
which were 4.69, 4.67 and 4.54 second feet. 
BEAR FlJVER CANAL LA-rEFJAL 
5 .50 Fee t --- ----- -._---- -- ------------- - ------- --.. -~ 
i 
rc------------ ---------------- -- ---------- -----
! 
~~··:·:~~.'t. ----- --.~~ ;;: :::: .... 
''":X:: .. . 
.. ·;.: .. :I",~ ___ --------"~~----------1 
i 
TABLE No. xiv. 
Mean Cross Section. 
Numerical 
St~t ion l Dt;pth I St~tio nl D~pth In 11'. In In 
Feet Feet Fee t Feet 
HYDRA U LIC ELEMENTS. 
Vallles 
0.00 0 .00 Sto-pe in feet per foot .. ...... .. .. ... . 0 .00075 feet 
Q.25 ~ . 26 Slope in fee t per 100 ft _ .. .......... ........ . ... 0.075 feet 
1.00 0, 77 
2 .00 0.95 
.··· .... ·....1 
Slope in feet per mile ..... . .... ...... .. .. .... ... 3.% feet 
Mean discharge .. ...... ... ... ... ..... . .. ..... .. 4.63 sec. ft. 
.3 .00 0.98 Wetted perimeter ... ............. .. ....... .. ..... 6 .00 lin, ft . 
4 .00 0 .75 Area of water section .. ... .. .... .. .. .. 3 .89 sq. ft. 
5 .00 033 Mean velo.city ........ . _ .. .. .. ................. ... 1.191 lin. 1ft. 
5 .46 0 .00 Hydraulic mean radius ........ .. ........... 0.648 
Coefficient of roughness (n) ................. 0.022983 
C in V= CVRS .... .... .. _ ... ...... 54.025 
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Experiment No. 15. 
The place selected for this experiment was on the Corinne 
Branch of the Bear River Canal about four miles below the 
di vision gates. It had been opera ted six years prior to the 
test and although its section when new was horizontal on the 
bottom, with side slopes in excavation of one to one, its form 
in 1897 approached the segment of an ellipse as may be seen 
by reference to Fig. 15. 'rhis canal wh ere the test was made 
was entirely free from vegetation arid there was nothing to 
obstruct the flow except the friction on the smooth perimeter 
which was coated with fine silt. Meter measurements were 
made at the top, middle and bottom of the portion chosen 
which was 100 feet in length with the following results: 
Top measurements ...... . _ .. _. 109.09 second feet. 
Middle measurements . . ... _ .... 109.52" " 
. Buttom measurements . ...... 110.07 " 
Average. -. . . 109.56 " 
SEAFl Fl!YEH CAi'IAL - COHJJ'lNE BFlA.NCH 
\:~: r-----------.... --.. --- ----- ------- --------- 2.3 . 9 f-eet 
~---·-1 
.~ 
; 
i 
" 
,. 
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TABLE No. XV. 
Mean f; r oss S ec tio n. 
Numerical 
HYDRAUUC ELEMENTS 
Statio"1 D.p'. I S'~Ho" 1 D,y'. 111 111 111 111 
Fee t F eet F ee t Feet 
Values 
0.25 0 .30 13.00 2.73 
1 '00 0 .70 14.00 2.65 
2 .00 1.12 15 .00 2 .57 
3 .00 1.46 16.00 2.43 
4 .00 1.76 17 .00 2 .27 
5.00 2 .00 18 .00 2.06 
6.00 2 .23 19.00 1..77 
7.00 2.40 20 .00 1. 50 
8 .00 2 .60 21.00 1.22 
9.00 2 .12 22 .00 0 .93 
10 .00 2 .80 23.00 0 '52 . 
n oo 2 .30 23.93 0 .00 
12.00 2.79 
Slope in Feet per foot . .. . . ... . .. .. . 
S lo pe in Feet per 100 ft . . . . . .. .. . . .. . 
0.00027 feet 
0027 
Slope in F eet per m ile . . 
Mean discharge . .. . . . . 
W'etted perimeter , . .. .. . . . . . . . 
Area o f water sect ion .. . .. . 
iVIeau velocity , ...... . . . . , . . . . 
Hydra ulic m ean radiu s 
Coefficient of rou g hness [11] .. . 
C in V = CV RS .. . 
Experiment No. 16. 
1.4256 
.. 109,56 sec . ft. 
.24 .98 lin. Ft. 
46.42 sq . it. 
2 .359 1in. ft . 
1. 8.5l:! ... .... .. 
0.01552 .. .. . 
105. 78 .. .. 
The Millville and Providence Canal is the highest divert-
ing water from Blacksmith Fork River in Cache County, 
Utah. It was completed.in 1864 so that at the time of the 
experiment, water had heen flowing t1:1rough it for 33 years. 
This canal was built in compact clay dotted with small rock 
fragments half an inch across. One side was perfectly 
smooth, while the other had a few willow roots projecting 
into the water. With this exception and the presence of a 
few small cobble rock in the bed the 'conditions were all favor-
able. The results of three meter measurements in a SO foot 
length were: 
Top measurement . .......... , . . . 22.06 second feet. 
Middle " . ......... 22.27 " " 
Bottom " . . . . ...... 22.51 " 
Average . . .. ...... 22.28 
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NUJVjBER ONE CANAL 
r------------- ------------------------- ---,0 · I re e t __ __ , ____ ----- ------- - --- ---- - ---- ------ ---------~ 
Mean Cross Section 
St3;tiOn! ~e.ptb I St~tionl Dt;ptb In In In In 
Feet Feet Feet I Feet 
0 .00 0.00 9.00 0.68 
0'25 0.25 1000 0.10 
1.(10 o.n 11.06 0 .00 
2.00 1.35 
3 .00 1.42 
4.00 1.47 
5 .00 1.:'() 
6 .00 1.49 
7 .00 1.37 
8.00 1.05 
TABLE No. XV~. 
Numerical 
HYDRAULIC El-li:MENTS 
Values . 
Slope in feet per foo ... ... . . " 0 .00062 
Slope in feet per 100 fit .. . ..... . 0 .062 
Slope in feet per mile , ... . .... . 32736 
.. ..... .. .... 22 .278 sec. feet Mean discbarge. .. . . _ 
Wetted perimeter . ... , .. 
Area of water section .... . 
10 .80 lin. feet 
... 11 .SO sq. feet 
Mean velocity . . . . .... . , . ... . . .. . ... . 1 . 937lin. feet 
Hydraulic mean radiu f$ .. .. . .. ....... 1.06foi 
Coefficient of roug-bne~ [n] ... .. . .. .. 0 .01946 
C in V = C ~ RfL .. .. .. ... 74 .634 
Experiment No 17. 
On August 28, 1897, an experiment '\Vas made on the Lo-
' gan and Hyde Park Canal, which flows through Logan City, 
Utah. An even sttetch of 75 feet wa~ chosen with.in the 
city limits and the discharges at the top, middle and bottom 
of this section obtained by a current meter were: 23.95, 23.67 
and 23.04 second feet respectively. 
This canal, as the sketch in Fig. 17 shows, was over 14 
feet wide on top and only about two feet deep with a·mean 
velocity of 1.08 feet per second. The bed was clay covered 
with a thin layer of fine sand and about one-sixth of the 
perimeter was covered with a low creeping water plant. 
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LOGAN &. H YDEPAFH~ CAJ'JAL 
~.----. -.. -------... .. ---- - .. - . --- --- . . ---.-.----- 14.2 Feet -.--~-- - - --. - ---- .---.. -.--. --- --•. -- -. . -.. -.---.---. 
· ~I.~~! S-~ •. 
. ~ .. 
. ~ . : ~;>::. ... : ...... 
TABLE No. XVII, 
Mean Cross <:)ectiolt. 
Numerical 
HYDRAULIC F.LF.MENTS. Values 
s,~"on l D~pth ISt~"on l J)~pth lit In 111 In 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
edge 0.00 9 .00 1.93 Slope in feet per foot . . . ' . . . . ..... 1 0.000]46 ft . 
0. 25 0.22 10.00 2.05 Slope in feet per 100 ft .. . ........... 0 .0146 
1.00 0.63 11.00 2 .00 Slope in feet per mile . ... ......... .. 0 .7709 
2 .00 1.07 12.00 1.98 
3.00 1.38 13 .00 1.64 
4.00 1.53 13 .75 0.90 
Mean discharge ... , . ... . .. . .... 23 .554 sec. ft. 
Wetted perimeter . ... ... . .. . .. .. 115 .60 lin. feet 
Area of water section . , . ,." ., . . "., 21. 78 sq. feet 
5.00 1.56 14.66 g .oo Mean velocity . . ..... . . .. , . . . . 1.081 lin. feet 
6 .00 1.71 Hydraulic mean radius . 1.396 
7 .00 1.73 Coefficient of ro ughness (11 ) . .. . . . . . . 0 .019729 
.00 1.87 Cin V= cvRS . ..... .... 75 . 719 
Experiment No. 18. 
This experiment was also made on the College and City 
canal. There was no vegetation to check the velocity but 
the sides were uneven and the bed was covered with frag-
ments of disintegrated flat rock, ranging in size from one-half 
to two inches across the greatest dimension. The meter 
measurements were 5.69, 5.67 and 5.61 second feet. 
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<:OLL£~£ ~: 'err Y CANAL ~ .... . ... - . - . .. .. - . . . - ..... . . . - .. - . .. -- . - . -- --- - -. 4 .40 F~ e 't ... ... . . -.. . .... . . - .... -.- ............ ... . - .. . -- .... j 
M ean Cross Sectio n . 
" u tion l D~pth I t~tiO " I ""pth In 111 It. In 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
edge 0.00 
0.~5 0.75 
1. 00 0.84 
2 .00 0 .86 
3 .00 0 .82 
4 .00 0.67 
4.43 0.00 
TABLE NO. XVIII . 
• 
HYD R AULIC ELEMENTS 
S lo pe in Feet per foot .......... . 
S lope in F eet pe r 100 ft ....... . 
,,"" ~.- . 
...... ; ... . 
N nme r ical 
Value . . 
0 .0016 feet 
0. 160 
S lope in F eet pe r mile .. . .... .. ... .. .. .. _ .. .... 8.448 
M ean di c h a rge .... .. ... .. .. .... ..... .. .. ... .. 5.659 ec . fee t 
W etted pe rimete r .. .... . . ....... .. .............. 5. 44 j in . feet 
A rea of w a te r sectio n .... .. ... .. .. .. .. ... ...... 3.51 q. feet 
M ean veloci ty .. .. ..... ............. . ..... '.' . ' ... ' 1. 612 lin . feet 
Hydraulic m ean r a diu ........ .. .... .... .. .. 0.645 
Coefficie nt of rou g hne . (n ) ... ...... ......... 0 .0~4654 
C in V = C YRS ... .......... . . . 50 . IiI) 
Experiment No. 19. 
The Lewiston Canal begun. in 1860 and completed in 1880 
diverts water from Cnb River a nd waters the bench lands 
near Franklin, Idah(1 and Lewiston, Utah. It is capable of 
conveying about 125 second feet of water when running full 
but at the time of the experiment it contained but 32.7'2 sec-
ond feet. 
The channel consisted of smooth light colored clay. but 
about one-fifth of the perimeter was covered with a growth of 
fibrous moss locally called "frog moss." The meter measure-
ments were: 
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A t top of section . .. 
. .. . . 33.22 second fe et 
"" " 
At middle of section 
. " 
A t bottom of section 
" 
. . . . .. 32.92 
32·()1 
~2 .. 54 
.. . . 32.33 
. . 32.39 
Average .. 32.72 
L E: "IV J 8 -r C> j\J C AJ'J A L 
" 
" 
" 
" 
~- .--- - --- - . . - - ---- -- --- -- -- - - - - ------- - -. . 16 .60 F"eet . -- - --- - .-- ------- ---- - -- - -- -- - - --- - -- - -- - . ~ 
Mean Cros. Section . 
;:~tiOrt [ Depth [ t~tiOrt [ D;ptb 
In 111 II. In 
F ep t F eet F ee t Fee t 
edge 0.00 9.00 2. :'1 
0 .25 0 .40 10 .00 1. 7 
1. 00 0.91 11 .00 1. 0 
2.00 1.40 13 .00 1. 0 
3 .00 LiZ 13 .00 1. 65 
4 .00 1. 9 14 .00 1 50 
- .00 2 .12 1 15 (. 1 3, 
6 .0 2 .12 16 .00 0.90 
7 .00 2.0- 1 16 63 0 .00 
00 2.01 
I 
TABLE NO. XIX. 
HYOf(AUL I C ELE.\I F:NTS 
Slope in Feet per foot.. . 
S lo pe in F ee t per 100 ft.. .. .... 
S lope in Feet pe r mil e 
Nlll11erical 
Va lue. 
0 .0002 feet 
0.020 
1. 056 
Mean di . chart;:'e .. .. .. ............. " . .. .. . .. 32. 723 . ec. feet 
W e tted pe rimete r 
A rea of w a te r iiect io n 
Mean ve locity ............. ........ . 
18 .075 lin . fee t 
.... .. ... :27 . -3 q . feet 
1.1 lin . feet 
l:ydraulic mean ra diu s ........ ' 1. 523 
Coe fficie nt of rQughne s (n) .............. . .. 0.022351 
C in V = C VR S ... .. 68.07 
Experiment No. 20. 
On this t est th e discharge was obta.ined by a trapezoidal weir 
a nd the channel was composed of smail pebbles imbedded in 
sand . S olveson and his neighbors own the ditch, which di-
verts water from the Blacksmith Fork Ri ver and waters the 
low la nd in the river bottom. 
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50LY£a o J'J ~ CO·SCJ.\J'JAL 
~----------- - -- - - ----- --- - --------- - --. 7 . .5 Fe e t ---- - ------ --- -- - - - - - ---- - - - --- ---------:>l 
'1' 1 i1 
-, i " - i ;""""",!,,!-...., ''''''!'i,:~ -i''-*\tMI'L "",,"""'fJ!!!i!.""""'~?' ' 
Mean Cross Secti o n 
St~t ion l Dl'yth I :-; t~ti o n l D~pth In In In 111 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
edg-e 0 .00 
0.25 0 .07 
1. 00 0.34 
2.00 0 .54 
300 0.72 
4 .00 0.83 
5 .00 0. 7~ 
600 0 .50 
7.00 0.28 
7. 55 I 0.00 . . . . ". ' . ' 
TABLE No. XX. 
HYD I< AUL I C E L EMENTS. 
Slope in feet pe r foot . . . 
S lo pe in feet pe r 100 f t . .. . 
Slope in feet pe r mile . .. . 
:'.'lean di sch a rge . 
W etted pe rime ter 
A rea of wate r sect io n . . . . . . 
Nume ri ca l 
V a lue. 
0 .00056 fee t 
0.0.56 fee t 
2 .957 feet 
4 .034 sec. fee t 
7 .73 lin. fee t 
4 .00 sq . fee t 
Mean ve locity 1. 008 lin . fee t 
H y dra ul ic mean rad ius.... .... 0.5173 
Coefficient of ro ug hn ess (n) 0.020141 
C i u V = C V R S - . . .... 59 .224 
Experiment No. 2 1. 
Experiment ~o. 21 was made on the main line of th p. 
Bear River Canal about seven miles from the dam and 200 
feet abo ve the Corinne Divisiun Gates. Water was first turned 
into ihis portion of the system by the writer in the spring of 
1891, and during the six years of operation the action of th e 
water had changed the section from a t r apezoidal form hav-
ing a bottom width of abou t 15 feet and side slopes of one to 
one, to that of the segment of an ellipse as shown in Fig. 21. 
The formation is a clayey loam and the channel when 
measured was covered with a coating of sediment. It was 
entirely free from vegetation, gravel or pebbles, of regular 
cross section and in excellent condition. 
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Three meter measurements were made with the following 
results: 
First measur~ment. ............. 226.56 second feet 
Second " . . . . 224.94 " 
Third 41 ... . ....... 225.14 " 
Average . . . . .. . .... 225.55 " " 
The results of this experiment are given in the ac-
companying table. 
BEAFI FlIVZFI CANAL 
Mean r;ross Section. 
t~"on l D'pth I St~'ion l D~pth 
In In I In In 
F eet F eet I F ee t I Fee t 
0 .25 0.30 18. 00 2 .75 
1 '00 0.6 19 .00 2 .45 
:i .00 1. 98 20.00 2 .00 
5 .00 2 .90 21. 00 1. 5 
7 .00 3 .26 22.00 0.73 
9 .00 3 .66 22 . 6 000 
11 .00 3.8-l 
13.00 3 .94 
15 .00 3 .60 
17 .00 3 .10 
Z2 .9 Feet 
TABLE No. XXI. 
HYDKA LIe E LEME N T S 
Slope in F eet pe r foot 
Slope ill Fee t pe r 100 ft . 
lo pe ill Feet pe r mil e 
~I ean dis charge . .. .. 
W etted pe ri me te r . 
A rea of wa ter section .. . . 
l\1ean ve locity 
Hydraulic mean radiu s 
Coe ffici e n t of roug-h ness [\1 ]. 
C in V= C,' RS 
Experiment No. 22. 
Nume ric a l 
Value 
0 .00031 feet 
0031 
1. 637 
. . 225 .55 sec. ft. 
25. 00 lin. ft. 
{,2 .30 q. ft . 
3 .62 lin . ft. 
2 .49 . 
0 .01336 6 . 
. 130 .24 . . . ... .. . 
This test was made on the same canal ten miles below 
the place of the last test at a point about 1300 feet below the 
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Lower Malad Crossing. The date of the experiment was 
September 9, 1897, which accounts for the small volume in 
the canal, the irrigation season in that section. being n.early 
past. This canal was simi lar to those previously described 
and was in excellent condition at the time of the experiment. 
The formation was a clayey loam and th e action of the wate r 
for six summers h ad left its channel quite smooth and well 
coat ed with s ilt. The discharge was obtained by mete r 
measurements in th e usual manner. 
BEAR RlY£Fl CANAL . CORlNNE. BHAJ'JCH 
A-I LOWEFI I"JALAD Cfl055 JNG • 
; 'I!E ~- ------- ------ ---- ---- _. --------------- --- ---- IB .9 Fe et -- - - - ----------- - --- ----- ---------- ---- - -- - - ----~ Co 
: :~: .-~.'~-~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "''''' , -!:'?':. : ... . :
'/I _~:._. I . '~:-•. '. ' ~ ... \ ... . :. ~ .. "" , ~ . .. ,, ; 
.': .I 0,W-. ,.,,:: ._,: .'tl \~' \ I P'.~ .. :" .. ?,,~~:, ... J~:'; ~ •• ·.v;· ..· . .,,·:/·~ ·. :: ,-,; .. "; :-:' , 7 .. , 
TABLE No. XXII. 
M ea l1 ero s'iectiol1. 
Numerical 
HYDRAULIC F.L}O~l\1ENT S . Values 
"",tio"i D,p," I t~tio " 1 O,plb 111 111 1I1 111 
Feet Feet Fee l Fee t 
0.00 0.00 9.00 2.05 S lope ill feet per foot 0 .000273 ft . 
0.25 0 .24 10 .00 2 .03 S lope ill f ee t per 100 ft ... .. . 0.0273 
1.00 0.75 11 .00 2 .05 S lope ill feet per mile ... ... .... 1.4414 
2 .00 1.32 12 .00 2.08 Mean di scharge .... . ...... 64.024 . ec. ft . 
3 .00 1.72 13 .00 2.06 Wetted perime ter . ... .. 1 ~9 . 7~~ lil1. feet 
4.00 1. 94 14 .00 1. 98 Area of water secti o n 
.,,1.6:>:> sq. fee t 
5.00 2.00 15.00 1.74 Mean. velocity . ...... 2 .022 lin. fee t 
6 .00 2 .16 16.00 1 .37 Hydraulic mean rad ius 1.60 
7.00 2 .24 17.00 0.97 Coeffic ie n t of roughl1 e . s ( 11 ) 0 .01(j447 
8 .00 2 .13 18.00 0.69 C in V = C i RS ...... .... 96. 747 1 .87 0.00 
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Experiment No. 24. 
This experiment was made on a large, well formed canal, 
the property of the Brigham City Electric Light Company, 
and located near the mouth of Box Elder Canyon in the county 
of the same name. The bed consisted of medium sized gravel 
unpacked, and about one-third of the water area was filled 
with long waivin£ water plants resembling horse tails. The 
presence of these plants retarded the velocity and no doubt 
changed the degree of roughnes~ from a value of about .020 
to what the table gives as _0424. Only two meter measure-
ments were made but th ese checked very closely; viz: 30.99 
and 31.16 second feet. 
8FIIG.d-IAJ't1 err Y ELec-r File LlGJH-r co's C.,L\NAL 
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TABLE No. XXIV. 
Mean Cro!'s Secti o l1 
Numerical 
HYDRAULIC ELEMENTS 
t<l;tiOI1 I ~e.pth I St~tion I D~pth 
111 In 111 I In 
Feet Feet Feet I Feet 
Value!' . 
0.00 0.00 9 .00 1.i2 Slope in fee t per foot . . 0.0011 . 
0'25 0.43 10 .00 1.10 Slope in fee t per 100 ft . 0. 115 
1.(0() 1.30 10 .70 0 .00 Slope in feet per mile .... 6 072 
2 .00 1.71 Mean di. charge . 31.073 sec. fee t 
3.00 208 Wetted pe rimete r 12 .60 lin. fee t 
~ . (}() 2 .28 Area of water ectiol1 .. 20.44 sq. feet 
5.00 2 .48 . lean velocity 1.52 lin. feet 
6 .00 2 .50 Hydraulic mean radius . ... 1. 62 
7 .00 2.40 Coefficient of roughness [u] .. .... .... 0.04238 
8.00 2.43 ..... C in V = CYRS .. ...... . .. 35 .19 
Experiment No 26. 
In this experiment the flow was much impeded by h orse 
tail moss which covered about three-fourths of the water sec-
tion. The bed was composed of medium sized grave1 and th e 
discharge was obtained by a meter. 
LOGAN &- B. VV. CAJ'JAL 
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Mean Cross Section 
station l De.pth I St~tio n l D~pth 
In In In In 
F eet F eet I F ee t F eet 
I ·. t ' 
T ABLp No. XXVI. 
HYDRA U LIC ELEM E NTS . 
S lope in feet pe r foo t 
Slope in feet pe r 100 ft . 
Slope in f<!e t pe r mile 
Mean discharge . .. .. . 
W e tted pe rimeter 
Area of wate r section . . .. 
Numerical 
Values 
0 .00033 feet 
0 .033 feet 
1. i4 fee t 
... . 24 .58 sec. ft, 
42 .00 lin . ft. 
29 . ] 4 sq. it . 
Mean velocity 0 .843 lin. ft. 
Hydraulic mean radius 1.324 
Coefficie nt of roughness (L1 ) ... ... . 0 .03523 
C in V = C VJ{S . . . 40 .33 
Experiment No. 27. 
This experiment was made on a length of 100 feet of the 
Logan, Hyde Park and Thatcher canal near Logan City, 
Utah. The sides of the channel were smooth and coated 
with sediment, the bottom consisted of earth, gravel and peb-
bles, some of which were 2,% inches in diameter. The coars-
er matenal covered about one-fourth of the perimeter. 
LOQ"L\N ~ H.E 8, T~ CAJ'JAL 
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TABLE No. XXVII. 
- - --
M ean Cro . S ection . 
N um rica l 
H ' DRA LIe E L E MEN TS . Valuc~ 
F eet F eet F ee t F eet 
St<!-tion l De pth ISt'!-tio n l D,:pth 
In I r, In I 111 
======-~=====-II===-=============---- -
............ .......... 1 
Slope in fee t pe r foo t 
Slope ill feet pe r 100 f t ... 
S lope in fee t pe r mil e 
Mean di scbarg e .. .... .. 
W e tted pe rime te r .......... .. .. 
0.0006 fee t 
. .. I 0 06 fee t 
. . 3 1(:'8 fee t 
.. 60. 23 ec. f , 
.. ... 18.90 lin , ft. 
Area of wate r ecti o n ...... _ ........ 20 60 q. f t. 
Mea tl ve locity ........ _ .. . _ ...... .. .. .... . .. ...... 1 1. 97 lill. ft. 
H y d rau lie m ean radius ... . . . .......... . 1 1.61 
Coe ffi6 e nt of rou g hness (n) .... .. .. .. ...... 0.02464 
C i ll V = , \iRS ....... 63 .16 
Experiment No. 29. 
The Providence T own canal, or ditch, was only part full 
when 'measured by weir on September 16, 1897 . The length 
of the weir was tW0 feet and the depth of the water 0.376 feet. 
The bed was co mposed of well packed a nd smooth g ravel 
about the size of Spanish nuts, imhedded 'in sand and sed i-
ment. There was no vegetation and th e ditch h ad been in 
use about 30 years. 
~ .. __ . ___ _ ___ ___ __ .. _______________ _____ ---- -- 6.2 Feet _ .. ------------ --- ------.-._-_._ ............ . -_ ... -------- -.~ 
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TABLE No. XXIX. 
Mean C ro s Section . 
Nume rical 
HYDRA U LIC ELEMENTS. Value~ 
In II. In In 
~~tio n l D~ptb I' t"!-ti o n l D~pth 
Fee t F ee t Feet I Fee t 
'~~~==~======II======~=============- -------
· ·· •. · 1 
... ............ , j 
··· .. ······ .... .. ····l .... ·· .............. ..
S lope in feet per foot ....... ...... ......... 0 .0004 feet 
S lope in feet pe r 100 ft ....... ............ .. "I 0.04 feet 
S lope in fee t per mil e ...... .......... ....... .. 2 . H 2 feet 
Mean di scbarge ........... .... ............. .. 1 .553 sec. it. 
Wetted pe rimeter . 6.3-4 lin , it. 
Areaofwater ection .............. 2 .55 sq. ft. 
Mean ve locity .. .. ...... .... .. ...... ............. 1 0 .609 lin. ft. 
Hydra uli c mean radiu . . . .. .. . . J 0.402 
Coefficient of roughness ( 11 ) .... ........ 0.02227 
C i n V = CVR ... .. ............ 47 .998 
Experiment No. 31. 
This experiment was mane in th e Providence Upper 
ca nal near the town of Providence, Utah. The conditions 
were simil ar to those of ~o. 29 and the flow was measured 
over a weir two feet in length and having 0.494 feet flowing 
over th e crest. 
3-+ 
Mean Cross Section. 
~t~tiun l D.:;pth I St~tiOI1 I D.:;ptb In In 11". In 
Fept Feet Feet Feet 
0 .00 0.00 
0 .25 0 .27 
1.00 0.33 
2 .00 0.58 
3 .00 0.58 
4 .00 062 
5.00 0 .G3 
G.OO 0 .40 
G.!">3 0 .00 
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TABLE NO. XXXI. 
HYDHAULIC ELEMENTS 
Slope in Feet per foot ... ... ... . 
Slope in Feet per 100 fL. ..... . 
Slope in Feet per mile .. 
Mean d iscbarge ....... .. . .. . 
Wetted perimeter ....... . 
A rea of water sectio n ... . .. ..... ... . 
Mean velocity .... ... . .. . . 
I:.:.ydraulic mean radiu s ....... . 
Coefficient of rougbness (n ) . 
C in V = CYRS ...... ...... . 
Experiment No. 33. 
Nnmerical 
Values . 
0 .00043 feet 
0 .043 
22iO 
2.338 sec. feet 
6 .80 lin. feet 
3 .28i sq . feet 
0 .7113lin .feet 
0.483 
0 .02285 
49 .34 
This is an instance in which a small volume of water 
flowed very slowly over a rough surface, notwithstanding the 
fall was 64 feet to the mile. This experiment was made on a 
lateral of the Hyrum canal, near the town of Hyrum, Cac'he 
County. The channel consisted chiefly of cobble rock rang-
ing in size from one to three inches in diameter. The flow 
was measured over a weir. 
H Y Fl UNJ CAJ'JAL LA-f'E::AAL 
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Mean Cross C;ecti o l1 . 
St?:ti 0 I1
1
1 D~pth I S t~tiol1 l n~ptb 
111 111 In 111 
Feet I F eet F ee t Feet 
1. 50 
2 .00 
2 .50 
3 .00 
3 .50 
3.60 
0.00 
0 .12 
0 .20 
0 . 26 
0.25 
027 
0 .26 
0 .22 
0. 10 
0 .00 
TABLE No. XXXIII. 
HYOHA U LI C F. LF.M El'; T S . 
S lo pe in feet pe r foot 
S lope in feet per 100 ft 
S lope in feet pe r mile ... . . . .. . 
Mean di s cbarge ..... . . ... . 
W etted pe rime te r 
A rea of wate r section 
Mean ve locity . . 
Nume rical 
Values 
0 . 01212 ft. 
. . .. 1.212 
163 .99 ., 
' 1 0 .807 sec. ft . 
.... 4.00 lin. fee t 
(1 .795 ' q. fee t 
1.015 lin. feet 
Hydra uli c mean ra dius 0 .1987 
Coe ffici e nt of rough ne. s (n ) .1 0 .0364 
C in V= C " RS . ... . . . . . 20.68 
Experiment No. 35, 
This experim'ent was made on a small stream whit."h sup-
plies the Temple grounds in Logan, Utah. rfhe natural 
chann el was made up of sand and silt, but at the time the ex-
periment was made it was more than one-third full of horse 
t a il moss. The discharge was obtained by building a weir. 
", -rSJvJPLE HJLL LATERAL 
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3h 
Mean C ros Sect io ll 
t~ti o ll l Depth I :-;t~tion l D~pth 
Feet Feet Feel Feet 
III III I III In 
0.00 0.00 
0 .125 0 .34 
0 .50 0 .36 
1. 00 0.33 
1 50 0 .27 
1 60 0.00 
I 
.. .. 
.. 
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TABLE No. XXXV. 
HYD J< AUL IC ELEMENTS. 
lope ill feet pe r foo t . . 
Slope.i n fee t pe r 100 ft 
Slope in feet per mile 
~1ean disch a rge . . 
Wetted p e rime te r 
A rea of w ate r ecti o n ..... . 
Mean ve locity 
Numerical 
Values 
0 .00442 feet 
0 . 442 feet 
23 .338 feet 
0.283 sec. fee t 
2 .10 lin. feet 
0 .52 q . feet 
0.54 lin. fee t 
Hydrauli c m ean r ad ius.... . . .. 0.25 
Coefficie nt of ro tlghne. (n ) 0.046911 
C iu V= C VRS- ..•• . 16.276 
Experiment No. 37. 
This experiment was made on one of the Central Farm 
laterals. The bed was composed of clay but the cross-section 
was not uniform and there were a few bunches of grass scat-
tered along the edges. The discharge wa s measured over a 
weIr. 
BEAFJ H J Y.EFl C).\NAL LAT .EFU\L 
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TABLE No. XXXVII. 
Mean Cross Section 
'tatiool ~'.Pth I St~tio. 1 D~pth In III In In 
Feet Feet Feet F eet 
0 ·25 0.25 
1
10
.
00 0 .80 
1.(10 0 .62 11 .00 0 .32 
2.00 1.05 10 .10 0.00 
3.00 1.46 
4 .00 1.45 
5.00 1.54 
6 .00 1.64 
7.00 1.57 
8 .00 1. 27 
9.00 1.08 
HYDRAULIC ELEMENTS 
Slope in feet per foot .. 
Slope in feet per 100 ft ... 
Numerical 
Values . 
0.00017 
0.017 
Slope in feet per mi Ie .... . . . .. ... ... 0 898 
Mean discharge .. . . . . . . 
Wetted perimeter .. . 
Area of water section . 
Mean velocity 
Hydnulic mean radius 
7.83 sec. fee t 
11 .80 lin. feet 
12.79 sq. feet 
0 .612 lill. feet 
0.084 
Coefficient of roughness [u] . . ...... .. 0.02954 
C ill V = C V .RR ....... . . . . 45 .08 
Experiment No 38. 
This test was made on a lateral of the Bear River canal 
in that part of the valley known as Rowville, Utah . . This 
lateral was in good condition and lined with the same clayey 
sediment referred to in previous descriptions. The discharge 
was obtained by means of a trapezoidal weir whose bottom 
length was 3.15 feet and the depth of water on the crest 
was 0.822 feet. The cross section is shown in Fig, 38, ' 
B.E:AFl Pi J Y EFI CAJ'lAL LATEFIAL 
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Mean r;ross Rec tiol1. 
St~tion l D~pth ISt~ti0r1 1 Deyth 
In 111 111 In 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
edge 0 .00 
0 .25 0.20 
1 '00 0.39 
2 .00 0.57 
3.00 0 .61 
" .00 0 .67 
5.00 0 .68 
6 .OQ 0 .40 
6 .46 0 .00 
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TABLE No. XXXVIII. 
HYDRAULIC ELEMENTS 
Slope ill Fee t pe r foot . . . . . 
Slope in Feet per 100 ft. 
SlQpe in Feet per mile 
f ean discharge . .. .. . . . . 
Wetted peri meter . 
A rea of water ectio n . . . . . . . . 
Mean ve locity 
H y d rau lic mean rad i us 
Coefficient of roughne s [11) . 
C in V= C \ ' R S 
Experiment No. 39. 
Numerical 
Values 
O. 00188 fee t 
0 .188 
9 .926 
7 .90 sec. ft. 
6 .70 lin. ft. 
3.40 fJ.. tt. 
2 .328 lin. ft . 
0.506 
0 .013712 
95 .27 
A portion 80 feet in length of Central Farm lateral No.2 
was taken in this instance. The conditions were similar to 
No. 14 except that there was no moss in the bed but a 
few bunches of grass were scattered along the edges. Clay 
and sediment formed the bottom. The discharge was meas-
ured over a weir. 
BEAB FUVEB CANAL LAT EFlAL 
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TABLE No. XXXIX. 
Mean Cross Section 
HYDR AU LIC ELEMENTS Numerical 
Sta~ioll l De,pth I St~tio ll l D~pth 
111 ':J In 111 1n 
Feet Feet Fee t Feet 
Values 
edge 0 .00 Stope ill feet per foo t .. . . 0.000875 fee t 
0 .25 o 18 Slope in feet per 100 ft . . . . . 0,0875 feet 
1.00 0.45 Slope ill feet per mile 4.62 fee t 
2.on 0.80 Mean discharge . .. . , . 7.904 sec. ft, 
3.00 0.94 Wetted perimeter .. . . 8.12 till . ft . 
4.00 0 . ')5 Area of water section ... , 5 .738 sq. ft. 
5 .00 0 .95-
(, .00 0 .84 I .. . \ .. . . .. . . 
i .OO 0.57 
H ydraulic m ean radius . . . .... . . . . . . 
Coefficient of roughne s (n ) .. .. . , .. , . 0.02304 
Mean veloclty . . . , . . . .. . . . . . . " ... . . 1.377 lln. ft. 
0 .707 
7 .76 0 .00 C in V=cYj{S .. ... ... . 5538 
Experiment No. 42. 
This experiment was made on a Central Farm lateral of 
the Bear River canal. The discharge was measured over a 
weir. The bed was composed of clay but the cross section 
was not uniform and there were a few bunches of grass scat-
terd along the edges. 
BE:.J-\FJ FiJYeFl CAJ'JAL LA-r EFJ.AL 
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TABLE No. XLII. 
Mean Cro s Section. 
N ume rical 
H YDRAu r .I C ELEMENTS . 
Value 
In 111 111 In 
l" eet Feet Feet Feet 
St~tio n l D~pth I St~t iOIl I D~pth 
. ~- 11 ===========================li~======== 
edge I 000 8 .42 0 .00 Slope in feet per foot . . I 0 .00329 fee t 
0.25 0 .25 Slope ill feet per 100 fee t . . .. . . . 1 0 329 feet 
1.00 0 .52 
2.00 0 .72 
3 .00 0.90 
4 .00 0 .85 
- .00 0 .82 
6.00 0 .55 
7.00 0.22 
8 .00 0 .096 ._ .... '1" 
Slope ill feet per mil e 117 .39 fee t 
Mean discharge . . .. . . R.O sec. ft. 
Wl'tted peril11e lel- .. . . . . .5G lin. ft. 
A rea of wate r section . 
l\lean "elocity .... . . . 
Hydraulic meall rad iu s 
4 .79 sq. ft 
1. G85 lin . f t. 
0 .56 
Coefficie ll t of roughnes (n) .. . . . . 1 0 .02925 
C in V= C VRS .... .. .. _ .... 139 .2-l 
Experiment No. 46. 
This was made on Brigham City canal which was more 
than half filled with horse tail moss. The edges were also 
overgrown with water cress and weeds, but th e part of the 
bottom which was exposed was covered wi th fine gra vel. 
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TABLE No. XL VI. 
.-
Mean C ross Section. 
Numerical 
HYDRA U LlC E L E MENTS. 
Value!> 
111 I r. In In 
F eet Feet Feet Feet 
' t~tioll l De pth I St~tiO I1 I D~pth 
I . 
=-==:::::c======~==II=-=-=-=-=-=-=:========- ---- -
.. .... .... :1 
.... .... .. 
S lope in feet per foot 
S lope in feet per 100 ft ...... 
S lope in feet per mile .... 
Mean di ' charge ............................ . 
O . OOO~ feet 
0 .028 feet 
1. 478 feet 
23 .40 ec.ft 
Wettecl perime ter . 
.. .... . .... .. 20.50 lin , ft. 
Area of wate r section .... . ... .... . 35 .76 q. it. 
Mean ,elocity ... .... ...... . .. ...... .. .. ......... I 0.654 lin . ft. 
H dralllic mean radiu s / 1.744 
. Coefficien t of roughnes (n ) 
C in V=C VRS 
Experiment No. 47. 
0.04993 
29. 60 
This smaH la t era l was m asured on o n ~ of the s treets qf 
Smithfield, Cache County, Utah. The channel was compo'se rl 
wholl V of loose, coarse gravel from the s ize of ·a pea to ~he 
ize of a small hen 's egg. The discharge was measured ove r 
a weIr. 
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Mean Cross ~ection 
St~tionl De.pth I :-;t~tion l D~pth In In In In 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
edge 0.00 
0 .12 0 .30 
0.50 0.36 
1.00 0.34 
1 50 0.38 
1. 80 0.00 . . . ....... . 
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T ABLE No. XLVII. 
Numerical 
HYDl<AULIC ELEMENTS . 
Slope in feet per feot . . . . 
S lope ill feet per 100 ft 
Slope in feet per mile . 
~'lean discharge .. 
Wetted pe rimeter 
A rea of water sect ion ... . . , 
Mean velocity 
Values 
0 .00991 feet 
0 . 991 feet 
. .. . . .. .. 52 .32 feet 
0.85 sec. feet 
2 .32 lin. feet 
0.63 s q. feet 
1.345 lin . feet 
ilydraulicmean radius . .. .. .. . ... . . . 0.273 
Coefficient of roughness (\1 ) 0 .03366 
C iu V= C VR S-. . . . ..... 25.87 
Experiment No. 48. 
This test was made on a lateral of Logan City canal. There 
was no aquatic vegitation, the bottom and sides were smooth 
and composed of gravel about the - size of peas i;nbedded in 
finer material. The discharge was found by weir measure-
ment. 
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T.t\BLE No. XLVIII. 
Mean Cross Section . 
NUluerical 
H YDRAU J.lC ELEl\'IE ~TS . 
Values St~tion l D~pth I St~tion l D~pth 
111 111 tn In 
!,'eet Feet F eet Feet 
edge 0. 00 8 .42 0 .00 ~}ope in fee t per foot I 0.00135 feet 
0 .25 0 .08 SJopc in feet per 100 feet I 0.135 feet 
1.00 o 16 Slope in fee t per mile 17143 ,w 
2.00 0. 18 I l\fean discharge .... .. 0 .56 sec. fl. 
3.00 0. 18 II Wl'ttE'd perimeter .... . . .. . . 7 . t 9 Iill .ft. 
4 .00 0 .14 Area of water sectio n ...... 1.03 . q. ft 
5 .00 0 .16 Mean ' ·e locity . . ... . . . 0.54 Ii II . ft . 
6 .00 0.12 H.,·drauli c mean radius 0.14 
7 .00 007 Coefficien I of roughness (nl ... ". 1 0 .02043 
7 .18 0 .00 C in V=CYRS 
.. .. " "139 .29 
Experiment No 51. 
This was made on a small lateral of th e Thatcher Canal. 
There was a narrow board on each edge as shown by the 
sketch and the bottom was coarse gravel and cobble rock 
ranging in size from large peas to goose .eggs. The discharge 
was determined by a weir. 
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Mean Cros Sectio n 
St<l;tion i Depth iSt<l;tio n l D~pth 
111 111 111 I In 
Feet Feet Feet I Feet 
edge 0.00 I 
0 .12 0.52 I' 
0 .50 0 .57 
1.00 0 .62 
1.5U 065 
2.00 0.60 
240 0.00 
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TABLE No. LI. 
HYDRAULIC ELEMENTS 
S lope il1 feet per foot .. 
Slope in feet per 100 ft . 
S lope il1 feet per mil e ... 
Mean discharge .. . . 
Wetted perimeter 
A reaof water section . . 
Mean veloci ty 
Hydraulic mean radiu 
Coefficient of roughne. s [ 11 ] ...... . . 
C in V = CVRS ...... . 
Experiment No. 52. 
Numerical 
Value . 
0.001125 
0 .1125 
5 94 
1.078 sec. feet 
3 .25 lin . feet 
1.44 sq. feet 
0.75 lin. feet 
0.44 
0 .031047 
33.51 
This test was made on another small lat.eral 0f the 
Thatcher canal. The hed was composed of fine silt but 
about three-fourths- of the entire channel was covered and 
filled with aquatic plants of a variety ' similar to that de-
scribed in precedin'g experiments. 
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Mean Cross Section . 
~ t<l:tion l D<:pth I St~t i o n I D~pth 
I n III It. In 
F ept Feet Feet Feet 
edge 0 .00 4. 13 0 .00 
O. l~ 0 . ~6 
0 .50 O . S~ 
1.UO 0 .67 
1.50 0 .70 
2 .00 O. 2 
2 . 50 0 .89 
3 .00 O. 3 
3 .!-0 0 .73 
4 .00 0 .6 
TABLE NO, LIL 
. . 
Nnmerical 
HYDRA L I e ELEMENTS 
Values. 
S lope i n Feet pe r 'fooL ...... .. .... .. ...... .. 0.00064 feet 
S lope in Feet per 100 ft .. ..... .... . ..... .. 0.064 
S lope in Feet pe r mile .. : .... . . .... .. .. ........ 3.379 
Mean disch arge ... .. .. .. .. ..... ............ .. L Oi S sec. fee t 
Wetted perimeter ............................... 4.98 li n. feet 
A rea of wate r sectio n .... .. ... ........ .. .. .... . 
Mean velocity .. ....... ... .. 
:Lyd rau lic meail r ad iu s 
2.90 sq. fee t 
0.37 lin . fee t 
0.583 
Coefficie n t of ro ug hness (n) ........ ......... 0 .05291 
C in V=C VRS .. .. .. .. ........ .. 19.16 
Experiment No. 53. 
About two-thirds of this small lateral was more or less 
cove red or {flled with horse tail moss, an aquatic plant which 
g rows fi ve or ·more feet in length. The remainder of the ex-
posed s urface of the bed was sediment. 
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• Mean Cross Section 
Sta!ion\ D~ptb \St~tiOn\ D~ptb in in in 111 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
edge 0 .00 4.50 0.28 
0.12 021 4 .95 0.00 
0.50 0.46 
1.00 0.60 
1.50 0.65 
2.00 0.70 
2.50 0.70 
3.00 0.65 I. 
3 .EO 0 .51 
4.00 0.37 
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TABLE No. LIII . 
HYDRAULIC ELEMENTS 
Slope in feet per foot . . . . 
Slope in feet per 100 ft . 
Slope in f~et per mile . . . . ... , 
Mean discharge .. ... . 
Wetted perimeter 
Area of water section .. . . 
Mean velocity . .... . . 
. 
Numerical 
Values 
0.00107 feet 
0.107 
';.65 
I :~8 
2 . ':>1 
0.42 
feet 
feet 
sec. ft. 
lin . ft. 
sq . ft . 
lin. ft. 
Hydraulic mean radius 0.48 
('oefficient of roughness (n).. .... . 0 .05188 
C in V =C y'J.{S . 1841 
Experiment No. 55. 
This experiment was made on a Smithfield canal lateral 
in Cache County, Utah. The bed consisted of cobble rock 
partially covered with silt. The feet vf cattle had made the 
edges irregular. The discharge was measured over a weIr. 
SwWrHF"J!:LD Crry CANAL 
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Mean Cross <:)ection . 
S",tiO" I D,pth I St~tion l ~,pth In In In In 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
edge 0.00 4 .50 0 .55 
0.12 0.45 5 .00 0 .30 
1).50 0.55 5 .10 0.00 
1.00 0 .60 
1.50 0 .63 
2.00 065 
2 .50 0 .67 
3 .00 0 .64 
3.50 0 .64 
3.60 0 .57 
TABLE No. LV. 
HYDRAULIC RLRl\1ENTS. 
Slope in feet per foot 
Slope in feet per 100 ft . . .. . . . . .. . ... 
Numerical 
Values 
0 .00035 ft. 
0 .035 
Slope in feet per mile . .. .. .. .. ... .. . 1.86 
Mean discharge. .. .. ... . .. . .. . ... . 1.29 sec. ft. 
Wetted perimeter . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... .. 1 5.70 lin. feet 
Area of water section ...... . . ... . .. . 2.967 sq. feet 
Mean velocity .. ... . . 
Hydraulic mean radius 
Coefficient of roughness (n ) 
0.43 
0.52 
0 .0328 
C in V= C iRS . . .... .. . . 32.08 
I 
Experiment No. 56. 
lin . feet 
The conditions were similar to those of No. 57. The 
edges of the lateral were rough and uneven and .tp.e bed a mass 
of pebbles and cobble rock washed clean by the large flow in 
the early part of the season. 
SJyJJTHF'JE:LD Crry CANAL LA-rE:FtAL 
r---------- -- ---------------- 4 .tlO reet 
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Mean r::ross Section . 
St~tion l D~pth I St~tiOrl l De.p th In In Irl In 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
edge 0.00 4 .50 0. 17 
0.12 0 .14 4 .60 e.oo 
O.SO 0.17 
1.00 0.26 
1.50 0.28 
2.00 0·28 
2.50 0 .28 
3.00 0 .28 
3.50 0 . 22 
4 .OCI 0. 't 7 
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TABLE No. LVI. 
HYDRAULIC ELEMENTS 
lope in Feet per foot . . 
Slope in Feet per 100 ft . 
Slepe in Feet per mile 
Mean di scharge ..... .. . 
Wetted perimeter . 
A rea of w~te r sectio n . ...... . 
Mean ve locity 
Hydraulic mean radiu s 
Coefficient of ro ughness [n]. 
C in V= C -:R:S 
Experiment No. 57. 
u merkal 
Value 
0 .017 fee t 
1. i O 
9 .76 
I .Ii ec. ft. 
4 .70 lin . ft. 
L06 sq. ft. 
1.10 lin. ft . 
0.23' 
0 .·042 
1i .93 
This was made on a srna1l1ateral of the Smithfield cana l, 
which has a ' steep grade and a ' rough channel made up prin-
cipally of coarse gravel and cobble rock. The flow was 
measured over a weir. 
SJ'/JJTHFTLLC> C1TY CANAL LAJE:~AL 
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Mean Cross Section 
St~tion l ~e.pth I St~tiOI1 I D~pth 
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
111 In In I In 
edge 0.00 4 .50 0.1 
0.12 0.15 4.60 0. :'0 
0.50 0.1 
1 ,00 0 .27 
1.50 029 
2 .00 0 .29 
2 .50 0.29 
3 .00 0 .29 
3 .:>0 0.23 
4 .00 0. 18 
TABLE No. LVII. 
HYDRA LIe ELEMENTS 
Slope in fee t pe r foot .. 
Slope in feet pe r 100 ft . .. .. 
Slope in fee t pe r mile. 
Mean discharge . 
Wetted pe rimete r 
Area of water ectiol1 .. 
Mean ve locity 
Hydraulic mean radiu . . . 
Numerical 
Value . . 
0.01713 
1.713 
.. 9045 
1 .48 . ec. fee t 
4 .75 lin. feet 
1.11 q. fee t 
1.33 lin. feet 
0.234 
Coe ffici e n t of rough ness [ n ]. . . . .. . . . . 0.03774 
C ill V = CVRS .. . . . .. .... 21.07 
Experiment No. 62. 
At the time of the test this small lateral of the Hyrum 
Canal was partially overgro'wn with alfalfa and there was a 
strip of moss on each side which covered about one-fifth of 
the channel which was made up of flat fragments of rock 
from one to three inches across the longest diameters. A 
weir wa used to determine the discharge. 
HYFiUJ'/J C.t.\i\I.t.\L 
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Mean Cro s Sect io n . 
~~tion l Dt; pth I St~tiO I1 I Dt; pth 
111 111 Ir. 111 
F ee t F ee t F ee t F eet 
edge 0 .00 
0.25 0 .1;' 
l. 00 0 .51 
2 .00 1. 0 
3 .00 1. 20 
4.00 l.16 
5 .00 0. 93 
6 .00 0 .53 
6 .63 0.00 
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TABLE NO, LXII, 
ume rica l 
HYD R A U LIC E L E M ENTS 
Values. 
S lope in F ee t pe r foo t ._ ....... . 0 .00029 fee t 
S lo pe ill F ee t pe r 100 ft ....... . 0 .029 
S lo pe in F eet pe r mile ........ . ........ ..... ... . l. 53 
Mean discharge .... .. ... .... . .... _ ........ . . 2 .47 sec. fee t 
W etted pe rimete r ................. _ .. .. ........ 7 .:;;0 lin. feet 
Area of w ate r secti o l1 ... .. ... _ ... ........... . 
Mean velocity ......... ... .. ..... .. . .... ... . ..... . 
I:.:. y dra ulic mean ra diu 
5 .55 sq. feet 
0 .44 lin. fee t 
0 .77 
Coefficie nt of ro ug hne s (n ) _ ....... ......... 0.03927 
C in V= C VR S .................. . 29 .62 
Experiment No. 63. 
The discharge o f this small ditch known as the Hyrum 
Canal was measured over a weir. The sides of the channel 
were earth but about one-half of the perimeter along the 
hottom was covered with rock fragments about one-half to 
one inch across. Weeds and alfalfa grew up to the edge of 
the water. 
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Mean Cross Section. 
St~tion l Depth I St~tion l D~pth 
In I~ 111 In 
Feet .F ee t F eet Feet 
I 
edg-e 0.00 
0.25 0 .25 
1.00 0. 36 
I 2 .00 0.44 ........ .... .. 
3.00 0.48 
4 .00 0 . -10 
5 .00 0 . 13 
5 .03 0 .00 
TABLE No. LXIII. 
RYDRA U LIC ELE:I>IEN TS. 
S lope ill f ee t per foot 
lope ill fee t pe r 100 ft .. 
l o pe in feet pe r mile .... ...... ..... .. . .. .. . 
Mea ll di scharge ......... ....... ... .. ... ..... . 
\-V e tted perimeter 
ull.l e rica l 
V a lues 
0.0013 feet 
0 .13 fee t 
6. 86 feet 
1. 57 sec. ft . 
5 .28 lin, ft. 
Area of wate r ection .... .. ... ..... . . 1. 87 sq. ft. 
Mean velocity ........... .. .. ..... .... ...... .. . 1 0 .84 lin. ft. 
H y draulic mean radius .. . I 0.35 
Coefficient of roughnes (n) 0.02601 
C in V = CVR.... .. .... 38 .92 
Experiment No. 64. 
The Hyrum Canal at the time tbi experiment was con-
ducted only carried a large irrigation stream. Tbe flow was 
measured over a v;yeir The sides were considerably over-
grown with alfalfa and weeds and its bed consist~d of rock 
fragments from the size of hazel nuts to walnuts . 
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Meall r; ro Sectio n. 
St~tioll l D~pth I St~tiort l DE''p th 
In 111 111 In 
Feet F eet F eet I Il'eet 
edge 0 .00 
0 . 2.5 0.20 
1. 00 0.54 
2 .00 0.60 
3 .00 0 .61 
4 .00 0.:;9 
5.00 0 . 33 
5 .50 0 .00 
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TABLE No. LXIV. 
HYDRAULI C E LEMENTS 
S lope in Feet per foot . . 
Slope in Feet per 100 ft. 
Slope in Feet per mile 
Mean discharge ..... . . . . 
Wetted perimete r . 
A rea of water ection . . .. ·. 
m ean ve locity 
H y draulic mean radius 
Coefficie nt of rough ne s [n] .. . 
C ill V = C ,r RS 
Nu me rical 
Values 
0.0014 feet 
0 .14 
7 .39 
2 .47 sec. ft. 
5 .79 lill. ft. 
~ . 2 sq . ft. 
0 .88 lin. ft . . 
0.49 
0 .03187 
33 . .'55 
The writer presents the results of th e experiments just 
described in the hope that they may aid those who build and 
operate the irrigation systems of the \\'est to arrive at a bet-
ter understanding regarding the behavior and carrying capac-
ities of irrigation canals. In planning new systems it i~ 
necessary to know, before the ditches are built, the aproxi-
mate volume of water which each new channel will carry. 
As has been stated the formula most generally used for this 
purpose is that of Kutter's. But Kutter's formula will give 
results either too great or too small in proportion as one 
chooses too low or too high a value for the coefficient of 
roughness (n'. 
The experiments made in the past to ' determine th e 
values of (n ) for canals have been largely confined either to 
new channels or to conditions somewhat different from 
those which prevail in Western America. I n the case of 
new canals it is believed that the coefficient of roughness of 
the wetted surface is much greater than it is in canals of 
similar form and materials when the wetted surface is well 
coated with fine sediment. 
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The friction, too, seems to depend quite as much on how 
the particles of gravel and cobble rock are packed as on their 
size. Again the ' effects of water plants in retarding the 
velocity of water in canals have been usn ally considered less 
than these experiments would seem to show. 
On account of the dissimilarity between the physical 
conditions of the channel from which the present values of 
Cn j have bee:! derived and the ditches and canals of irrigated 
America, the writer has attempted in the accompanying table 
to assign values for (n ) which would be more in accordance 
with the conditions wh ich now exist in the Rocky Mountain 
States. Future experiments in which the details are more 
accurately conducted may, however, modify the values of 
(n ) as here given. 
Values of (n ) for Irrigation Ditches and Canals. 
N = .0175 for canals in earth in excellent condition, well coated 
with sediment, regular in cross section and free from 
vegetation, loose pebbles and cobble rock. 
N = .020 for canals in earth in good condition lined with well 
packed gravel partly covered with sediment and free 
from veg-etation. 
N = .0225 for canals in earth in fair condition, the wetted sur-
face being lined with sediment with an occasional patch 
of low water plants, or composed of loose gravel without 
vegetation. 
N = .0250 for canals in earth in a verage condition having few 
sharp bends and being fairly uniform in cross-section; 
the water slopes and bottom being lined with sediment 
and low water plants, or composed of loose gravel and 
fragments of rock less than two inches in diameter and 
free from vegetation. . 
N = .0273 for canals in earth below the average in grade, 
alignment and cross-section; having indentations on 
the sides, the edges in places partially filled with earth 
and gravel and the lining composed of coarse gravel 
and cobble rock unpacked. This value would also ap-
ply to a smooth regular surface if the channel were 
partially filled with aquatic plants. 
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N = .0300 for canals in earth in rather bad condition having the 
bed partially covered with debris; or having cDmpara-
tively smooth sides and bottom with bunches of grass 
and weeds projecting int;) the water and more or less 
aquatic plants growing in the channel. 
N = .0350 for small ditches having a small un~ven bed and 
for canals in earth in fairly good conqition but par-
tially filler! with aquatic plar.ts. 
N = .040 for canals in earth whose channels are about half 
full of aquatic vegetation. 
N = .050 for canals in earth whose ch.annels are about two-
thirds full of aquatic vegetation . 
From the experiments on the ,Row of water in irrigation 
ditches and canals herein briefly described the facts there 
presented would seem to justif:f the author in drawing th e 
following conclusions: 
( 1) That sections of canals in earth, although carefully 
built of a trapezoidal form, with-the bottom width hor-
izontal, soon change to segments ressembling those of 
an ellipse 
( 2 ) That in .al1large or medium sized canals in eartn, berm 
are n~cessarv in order to prevent a portion of the ex-
cavated material from rolling into the canal. 
( 3 ) -The carrying capacities of new irrigation canals and 
ditches during the first season of their operation are 
less than in SUbsequent seasons, providing the same 
conditions are maintained . 
(4 ) The coefficient of friction in canals well lined with 
sediment in good order and long in use is less than 
has been usual1y supposed. 
( 5) The frictional re3istanc~ of coarse materials, such as 
gravel, pebbles or cobble rock, depends to a large ex-
tent on whether s uch material is well packed or loose . 
(6 ) That a rough channel exerts a greater influence in re-
tarding the flow of a small (Etch than the same degree 
of roughness exerts on the large canal or river . 
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(7) In the past, canal builders have to a great extent over-
looked the injurious effects of the growth of aquatic 
plants. 
(8) The effect of water plants in checking the flow and 
lessening the capacity of irrigation canals may be much 
greater .than a rough uneven channel 
(9) f n parts of the arid West where such vegetation grows 
abundantly the canals should be built in · such a way · 
as to prevent its growth, or, if this is impracticable, to 
facilitate its removal. 
